This paper deals with the problem of H ∞ control for a class of linear discrete-time periodic system with delays. The obtained results are then extended for the time-delay periodic system with Linear Fractional Representation (LFR) uncertainty. Furthermore, linear matrix inequality (LMI)-based sufficient conditions for H ∞ control are established. Two numerical examples are given to illustrate the applicability of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
The H ∞ norm as a measure of system performances has been thoroughly embedded in control theory [6] . During the last decade, the H ∞ control theory has attracted a lot of attention and made significant progress [5] . Recently, a great number of research papers focused on the problem of robust H ∞ control for linear systems with parameter uncertainty. The objective is to design a control law to stabilize an uncertain system while satisfying in the same time a H ∞ −norm bound constraint with the aim to insure disturbance attenuation in the presence of admissible uncertainties. The robust H ∞ control design for linear uncertain systems has been extensively studied. This has impulsed a large number of research results obtained on the analysis and synthesis for discrete and continuous-time uncertain system; see, e.g. [10, 12, 3, 8, 2, 7, 9] . Many researchers have extended the obtained results on the robust H ∞ control for delayed systems. Time delays are frequently encountered in various engineering systems, such as chemical processes and long transmission lines in pneumatic systems [11] . Therefore, much attention has focused on the problems of asymptotic stability and stabilization with an H ∞ norm bound of time-delay systems with parameter uncertainties since time delays and parameter uncertainties are often the causes for instability and/or perfomance degradation of the considered system. Specifically, robust H ∞ control problems for timedelayed discrete-time systems have been considered and sufficient conditions has been derived in terms of Linear Matrix Inequalities in [4] for instance or in terms of modified Riccati inequalities in [5] . In [4] , the problem of robust H ∞ state feedback control in which both robust stability and a prescribed H ∞ performance are required to be achieved irrespective of the uncertainty and unknown timedelay. In terms of modified Riccati inequalities for discrete-time linear systems, a sufficient condition is presented and a state feedback control law is also given in [5] . The present paper investigates the H ∞ control problem of discretetime uncertain periodic system with delays. The parameter uncertainties are assumed to comply to a Linear Fractional Representation. It is well known that linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) techniques have become essential tools for analysis and synthesis of control systems, and more specifically in the area of robust control [7] . therefore, in the terms of matrix inequalities, sufficient conditions for asymptotic stability as well as asymptotic stabilization with an H ∞ norm bound, using periodic state feedback controller are obtained for the considered class of systems.
Notation:
We denote by X the transpose of matrix X, by the Hermitian expression Sym {·}: Sym {X} = X + X . Matrix inequalities are considered in the sense of Löwner i.e. "< 0" ("≤ 0") means negative (semi-)definite and "> 0" ("≥ 0") positive (semi-)definite. I and 0 are, respectively, the identity the null matrix of suitable dimension. We define the set p for p ∈ as
PRELIMINARIES
Consider the following linear uncertain p-periodic system:
with
where A(k), E(k), M(k) and N(k) are real p-periodic matrices with appropriate dimensions and F(k) is an unknown p-periodic matrix that satisfies
Furthermore, we assume that
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In this part, we will study the problem of asymptotic stability of uncertain periodic system such that in equations (2)-(4). Before proceeding too far, let us answer a question that imposes itself and reads as Can we consider that the uncertainty matrix ∆(k) is periodic?. To answer this question, let us consider that each matrix A(k), for k ∈ I p is affected by a simple additive uncertainty, denoted ∆A(k). It comes then that from a periodic point of view, these uncertainties can be considered as periodic as is the case for matrix
At this step, we present some definition related to stability and robust stability.
Definition 1. The linear p-periodic system (2) is robustly stable if and only if,
The linear p-periodic system (2) is quadratically stable if and only if,
Definition 3. The linear p-periodic system (2) is asymptotically stable if condition (6) holds.
In the three definitions A(k, ∆(k)) is defined by:
where the uncertainty ∆A(k) is described by (3).
Lemma 4. Assume ∆A(k) = 0, k ∈ and suppose that there exits a symmetric positive definite p-periodic matrix P(k) such that the condition
holds for all k = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, then, the p-periodic system (2) is asymptotically stable .
H ∞ STABILITY OF DELAYED PERIODIC SYSTEM
Consider a class of discrete time-delay p-periodic system described by
The following lemma gives the stability for system (9).
Lemma 5. The linear time-delay p-periodic system (9) is asymptotically stable when w(k) = 0, if there exist a Lyapunov fonction V(k), a positive scalar α and a positive p−periodic scalar
It can be noted that
and thus
which means that x(k) 2 is small enough for a small enough
2 is bounded for any k, and hence the series β(i) x(i) 2 converges to 0. Keeping in mind that β(i) is an increasing function, it comes that x(i) converges to 0, which implies the asymptotic stability of the considered p-periodic system. Theorem 6. The p-periodic system with delays (9) is said to be asymptotically stable with an H ∞ norm bound γ if there exist symmetric p-periodic matrices X(k) > 0 and G(k) > 0 such that the following matrix inequality holds for all k ∈ p :
Proof:
Now, define the following Lyapunov function
where P(k) and Q(k) are symmetric positive definite p−periodic matrices with appropriate dimensions. By some algebraic calculations, we get
Condition (14) can be written as
and
In the case of null initial conditions, the H ∞ performance of system (9) is defined as
for any nonzero w(k) ∈ l 2 [0, ∞) which means that z(·) 2 < γ w(·) 2 or in other words, that the system is stable with a H ∞ bound γ.
Remark 3.1. In the case of non null initial conditions, the condition above becomes
In order to set a condition that implies the inequality (18), asume that the initial conditions satisfy V(x(0)) = 0 and consider the expression
where
Hence, if
and since V(x(0)) = 0 and V(x(∞)) ≥ 0, then we get
for any nonzero w(k) ∈ l 2 [0, ∞) which means that we have an H ∞ norm bound less than γ.
Multiplying (20) on the left and on the right by
we get:
Replacing, respectively, γ
and applying a Schur complement technique, condition (22) can be written as (12).
H ∞ CONTROL OF DELAYED PERIODIC SYSTEM
Consider the following p-periodic system with delays
In the remainder of this part, we will establish a stabilization condition with an H ∞ norm bound for the closed loop p-periodic system with delays (23). Our aim is to design a p-periodic state feedback controller
such that for a given scalar γ > 0, for all nonzero w(k) ∈ l 2 [0, +∞) and null initial conditions, we have
In this situation, the p-periodic system (23) with the controller (24) is said to achieve an H ∞ norm bound less than γ.
Theorem 7. The p-periodic system with delays (23) with the controller (24) is said to be asymptotically stabilizable with an H ∞ norm bound γ if there exist symmetric p-periodic matrices X(k) > 0, G(k) > 0 and Y(k) such that the following matrix inequality holds for all k = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1:
International
Furthermore, if the matrix inequality (30) has a feasible solution X(k), G(k) and Y(k), then the state feedback control law is given by:
Proof: the proof is omitted because it can be carried out by following a similar line as in the proof of theorem 6.
ROBUST CONTROLLER DESIGN
Consider the following uncertain p-periodic system with delays
and L(k) are real p-periodic matrices with appropriate dimensions and F k is an unknown matrix that satisfies:
In this section, we are concerned with the problem of robust pperiodic state feedback control for the uncertain p-periodic system (28)-(4) for all admissible uncertainties. Our aim is to design a pperiodic state feedback controller (24) such that for a given scalar γ > 0, for all nonzero w(k) ∈ l 2 [0, +∞) and for all parameter uncertainties satisfying (29) and (4),
In this situation, the p-periodic system (28) with the controller (24) is said to achieve a robust H ∞ performance (30).
Definition 8. Let a constant γ be given. The uncertain pperiodic system (28)-(4) is said to be stabilizable with an H ∞ norm bound γ if there exists a p-periodic state feedback control law (24), such that for any admissible parameter uncertainty ∆A(k), ∆A d (k) and ∆B(k) the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) The closed-loop p-periodic delayed system is asymptotically stable when w(k) = 0, (2) Subject to the assumption of the zero initial condition, the controlled output z(k) satisfies (30).
Definition 9. Let a constant γ be given. The uncertain pperiodic delayed system (28)-(29) is said to be quadratically stabilizable with an H ∞ norm bound γ if there exists a linear p-periodic state feedback law (24) and real symmetric positive definite pperiodic matrices P(k) and Q(k) such that the inequality
holds for any admissible uncertainty
Initially, we will show that quadratic stabilization with an H ∞ norm bound γ > 0 implies stabilization with the same H ∞ norm bound γ.
Lemma 10. If the uncertain p-periodic system (28)-(29) with the uncertainty satisfying (4) and (5) is quadratically stabilizable with an H ∞ norm bound γ > 0, then it is also stabilizable with the same H ∞ norm bound γ.
Proof:
By following similar arguments as in the proof of theorem 6, we obtain, for any admissible uncertainty ∆A(k), ∆A d (k) and ∆B(k) that (31) holds which implies that z 2 ≤ γ w 2 for any nonzero w(k) ∈ l 2 [0, ∞).
Theorem 11. The uncertain p-periodic system (28)-(29) is said to be asymptotically stabilizable by the p-periodic state feedback controller (24) with an H ∞ norm bound γ if there exist symmetric p-periodic matrices X(k) > 0 and G(k) > 0 and a p-periodic scalar (k) > 0 such that the following matrix inequality holds:
Using the same approach as in the proof of theorem 6, the uncertain p-periodic system is asymptotically stabilizable with an H ∞ norm bound γ if there exist symmetric p-periodic matrices X(k) > 0 and G(k) > 0 such that
which is in fact condition (12) rewritten for the uncertain closedloop system, i.e., A(k) is replaced by
Therefore, condition (33) can be displayed as follows
Using [8, Lemma 2.6], we can state that there exists an > 0 such that condition (35) above is equivalent for all admissible uncertainties F(k) to
and M k given by (5) . At this step, we notice that performing a Schur complement operation shows that condition (37) is in fact equivalent to
where, in addition, we have multiplied both sides of the obtained condition by the diagonal matrix diag{I, I, I, I, I, I, 
Then, the state feedback gain matrices are given by: In order illustrate the obtained result, we will take the disturbance signal w(k) = w 0 r −αk with r > 1. Figure 1 shows that the 2-periodic system (23) with the controller (24) achieves a H ∞ norm bound less than γ = 0.7 complying with the performance index (30). Example2: Consider the problem of robust H ∞ control of the discrete-time 2-periodic system (28)-(4) with: for some values of ∆ k satisfying (4) . for some values of ∆ k satisfying (4). The figure shows explicitly that the closed-loop uncertain 2-periodic system exhibits a H ∞ norm bound less than γ = 0.8.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a sufficient condition for H ∞ control problem of discrete-time periodic system with delays has been presented in terms of Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI). The obtained results are then extended for the uncertain time-delay periodic system. The uncertainties are of the form of Linear Fractional Representation type which includes the case of norm bounded uncertainties as a special case. numerical examples are given to illustrate the proposed results.
